DISINFECTS AND DEODORIZES AS IT CLEANS, SIMULTANEOUSLY REMOVING RUST AND ENCRRUSTATIONS
KEEP AWAY FROM HEAT & STORE IN A COOL PLACE

DIRECTIONS
TO CLEAN, DISINFECT AND DEODORIZ DATE TOILET BOWLS: — Pour one to one and one half ounces of CLEANER into toilet bowl. Swab entire bowl with solution. Rinse and flush toilet well.

TO CLEAN AND DEODORIZ DATE TOILET BOWLS: — Hold cap over bowl and pour over cap one ounce of CLEANER, measuring with scale on bottle. Swab the inside area of bowl thoroughly, particularly where rim and water outlet, as well as drain at the bottom. Flush toilet and rinse out cap.

FOR REMOVING ENCRRUSTATIONS BY DIRECT CONTACT: — Remove water from bowl by forcing water over trap with map or remove water from bowl with map. Squeeze water out of map. Place map in bowl and pour one to two ounces of CLEANER on map. Swab throughout entire inside area of bowl, especially under rim of water outlet. Flush and rinse toilet and map.

TO CLEAN, DISINFECT AND DEODORIZ DATE URINALS: — Pour clean map over trap in urinal and saturate with one ounce of CLEANER. Clean urinal thoroughly, wiping entire surface. Work cleaner into grooves along side and at bottom of urinal and at water outlet. Remove screen at urinal trap, after surface is clean, and pour one to two ounces of CLEANER around drain opening and into drain outlet. Wait ten or three minutes to allow CLEANER to work, then swab laces of pipe thoroughly. Replace screen and flush well. This CLEANER is formulated with an inhibitor and waiting agent; it penetrates and attacks encrustations, rust and scale quickly, but it does not harm pipes or fixtures. May also be used in septic tank systems.

POISON
CONTAINS HYDROCHLORIC ACID
DANGER: CORROSIVE. KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN.

May be fatal if swallowed. Do not breathe vapors or fumes. May produce chemical burns. Do not get in eyes, on skin, or on clothing. ANTIDOTE: INTERNAL: Drink a teaspoonful or more of magnesia, chalk, or small pieces of soap, softened with milk or raw egg white. In case of ingestion or injury, call physician immediately.

EXTERNAL: Wipe off the acid gently, immediately flood the surface with water, using soap freely then cover with moist magnesia or baking soda.

EYES — Wash with water for 15 minutes. Get prompt medical attention.

CAUTION: Do not use on animal or porcelain coated surfaces. The use of this cleaner on other than vitreous ware is done at user's own risk.

Do not please container or near radiator or other warm objects.
Do not mix with any other compound. Avoid splashing on eyes.
Rinse empty container thoroughly with water and discard washings into toilet. Discard rinsed container.
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EMULSION BOWL CLEANER
DISINFECTS
CLEANS
DEODORIZES

TOILETS and URINALS

PHENOL COEFFICIENT 7 A.O.A.C. (S. Typhosa)
ACTIVE INGREDIENTS — Hydrogen Chloride 24.00%, Zinc Chloride 4.00%, Oxalic Acid 0.50%, Para-dibutyI phenyl ethereal xylol

INERT INGREDIENTS 70.00%
*Includes cleaning and waiting agents and emulsifiers.

CONTENTS ONE GALLON
POISON
DANGER: KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

DISINFECTS AND DEODORIZES AS IT CLEANS, SIMULTANEOUSLY REMOVING RUST AND ENCRRUSTATIONS
KEEP AWAY FROM HEAT & STORE IN A COOL PLACE

DIRECTIONS
TO CLEAN, DISINFECT AND DEODORIZ DATE TOILET BOWLS: — Pour one to one and one half ounces of CLEANER into toilet bowl. Swab entire bowl with solution. Rinse and flush toilet well.

TO CLEAN AND DEODORIZ DATE TOILET BOWLS: — Hold cap over bowl and pour over cap one ounce of CLEANER, measuring with scale on bottle. Swab the inside area of bowl thoroughly, particularly where rim and water outlet, as well as drain at the bottom. Flush toilet and rinse out cap.

FOR REMOVING ENCRRUSTATIONS BY DIRECT CONTACT: — Remove water from bowl by forcing water over trap with map or remove water from bowl with map. Squeeze water out of map. Place map in bowl and pour one to two ounces of CLEANER on map. Swab throughout entire inside area of bowl, especially under rim of water outlet. Flush and rinse toilet and map.

TO CLEAN, DISINFECT AND DEODORIZ DATE URINALS: — Pour clean map over trap in urinal and saturate with one ounce of CLEANER. Clean urinal thoroughly, wiping entire surface. Work cleaner into grooves along side and at bottom of urinal and at water outlet. Remove screen at urinal trap, after surface is clean, and pour one to two ounces of CLEANER around drain opening and into drain outlet. Wait ten or three minutes to allow CLEANER to work, then swab laces of pipe thoroughly. Replace screen and flush well. This CLEANER is formulated with an inhibitor and waiting agent; it penetrates and attacks encrustations, rust and scale quickly, but it does not harm pipes or fixtures. May also be used in septic tank systems.

POISON
CONTAINS HYDROCHLORIC ACID
DANGER: CORROSIVE. KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN.

May be fatal if swallowed. Do not breathe vapors or fumes. May produce chemical burns. Do not get in eyes, on skin, or on clothing. ANTIDOTE: INTERNAL: Drink a teaspoonful or more of magnesia, chalk, or small pieces of soap, softened with milk or raw egg white. In case of ingestion or injury, call physician immediately.

EXTERNAL: Wipe off the acid gently, immediately flood the surface with water, using soap freely then cover with moist magnesia or baking soda.

EYES — Wash with water for 15 minutes. Get prompt medical attention.

CAUTION: Do not use on animal or porcelain coated surfaces. The use of this cleaner on other than vitreous ware is done at user's own risk.

Do not please container or near radiator or other warm objects.
Do not mix with any other compound. Avoid splashing on eyes.
Rinse empty container thoroughly with water and discard washings into toilet. Discard rinsed container.
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**DISINFECTS**

**CLEANS**

**DEODORIZES**

**TOILETS and URINALS**

PHENOL COEFFICIENT 7 A.O.A.C. (S. Typhosa)

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS — Hydrogen Chloride 24.00%, Oxalic Acid 5.00%, Paradiisobutylphenoxethoxyethyl Dimethyl Benzyl Ammonium Chloride 0.25%, Polyethylene Oxide Complex with Dehydroabietyl Amine 0.25%

INERT INGREDIENTS *70.00%

*Includes cleaning and wetting agents and emulsifiers.

Contents: One Quart

POISON

SEE ANTIDOTE AND WARNING STATEMENT ON BACK PANEL

DANGER: KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
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**DISINFECTS AND DEODORIZES AS IT CLEANS, SIMULTANEOUSLY REMOVING RUST AND ENCRRUSTATIONS**

KEEP AWAY FROM HEAT • STORE IN A COOL PLACE

DIRECTIONS

TO CLEAN, DISINFECT AND DEODORIZE TOILET BOWLS: — Pour one to one and one half ounces of CLEANER into toilet bowl. Swab entire bowl with solution. Rinse and flush toilet well.

TO CLEAN AND DEODORIZE TOILET BOWLS: — Hold mop over bowl and pour onto mop one ounce of CLEANER, measuring with scale on bottle. Swab the inside area of bowl thoroughly, particularly under rim and at water outlets, as well as drain at the bottom. Flush toilet and rinse out mop.

FOR REMOVING ENCRRUSTATIONS BY DIRECT CONTACT: — Remove water from bowl by forcing water over trap with mop or remove water from bowl with mop. Squeeze water out of mop. Place mop in bowl and pour one to two ounces of CLEANER on mop. Swab throughout entire inside area of bowl, especially under rim of water outlets. Flush and rinse toilet and mop.

TO CLEAN, DISINFECT AND DEODORIZE URINALS: — Place clean mop over trap in urinal and saturate with one ounce of CLEANER. Clean urinal thoroughly, wetting entire surface. Work cleaner into grooves along side and at top of urinal and at water outlet. Remove screen at urinal trap, after surface is clean, and pour one to two ounces of CLEANER around drain opening and into drain outlet. Wait two or three minutes to allow CLEANER to work, then swab inside of pipe thoroughly. Replace screen and flush well. This CLEANER is formulated with an inhibitor and wetting agent; it penetrates and attacks encrustations, rust and scum quickly, but it does not harm pipes or fixtures. May also be used in septic tank systems.

POISON

CONTAINS HYDROCHLORIC ACID

DANGER: CORROSIVE. KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN.

May be fatal if swallowed. Do not breathe vapor or fumes. May produce chemical burns. Do not get in eyes, or skin, or on clothing.

ANTIDOTE: INTERNAL — Drink a teaspoonful or more of magnesium, chalk, or small pieces of soap, softened with water in milk or raw egg white. In case of ingestion or injury, call physician immediately.

EXTERNAL: Wipe off the acid gently, immediately flood the surface with water, using soap freely then cover with moist magnesium or baking soda.

EYES — Wash with water for 15 minutes. Get prompt medical attention.

CAUTION: Do not use on enamel or porcelain coated surfaces. The use of this cleaner on other than vitreous ware is done at user's own risk.

Do not place container on or near radiator or other warm objects.

Do not mix with any other compound. Avoid splashing on nylon.

Rinse empty container thoroughly with water and discard washings into toilet. Discard rinsed container.
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